Abstract-Clinicians need to routinely make management decisions about patients who are at risk for a disease such as breast cancer. This paper presents a novel clinical decision support tool that is capable of helping physicians make diagnostic decisions. We apply this support system to improve the specificity of breast cancer screening and diagnosis. The system utilizes clinical context (e.g., demographics, medical history) to minimize the false positive rates while avoiding false negatives. An online contextual learning algorithm is used to update the diagnostic strategy presented to the physicians over time. We analytically evaluate the diagnostic performance loss of the proposed algorithm, in which the true patient distribution is not known and needs to be learned, as compared with the optimal strategy where all information is assumed known, and prove that the false positive rate of the proposed learning algorithm asymptotically converges to the optimum. In addition, our algorithm also has the important merit that it can provide individualized confidence estimates about the accuracy of the diagnosis recommendation. Moreover, the relevancy of contextual features is assessed, enabling the approach to identify specific contextual features that provide the most value of information in reducing diagnostic errors. Experiments were conducted using patient data collected at a large academic medical center. Our proposed approach outperforms the current clinical practice by 36% in terms of false positive rate given a 2% false negative rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LINICAL decision support (CDS) tools help clinicians make detection and diagnostic decisions for complex diseases such as lung cancer [1] , breast cancer [2] , [3] , and diabetes [4] . There are a number of advantages to integrate CDS tools as part of the clinical workflow instead of solely relying on human intuition. First, the diagnostic accuracy of clinicians varies widely. A previous study has shown that false positive rates (FPRs) for breast cancer detection range from 2.6% to 15.9% among different radiologists and younger and more recently trained radiologists have higher FPRs than experienced radiologists [5] ; the deployment of CDS tools may reduce this variability. Second, although clinicians provide the correct diagnostic result in most cases, room for improvement exists in cases where discerning the difference between a benign or malignant mass is difficult [5] - [7] . CDS tools may provide better diagnostic recommendations in these cases by exploiting past knowledge of prior cases and their outcomes. Third, CDS tools help reduce fluctuations in diagnostic performance due to human factors (e.g., fatigue, distraction), offering consistent recommendations. Nevertheless, while these tools have been widely advocated to improve the diagnostic performance of clinicians, their adoption has remained limited given the following reasons: 1) the need to train current CDS tools using a fixed, predefined set of training cases; 2) the challenge of learning relevant features from highdimensional datasets; and 3) the inability to convey uncertainty that may be associated with a recommendation.
To address these challenges, we present an online algorithm for generating diagnostic recommendations to physicians by leveraging retrospective cases in the electronic health record (EHR) to reduce the FPR of diagnosis given a prescribed false negative rate (FNR). We demonstrate our approach in the domain of breast cancer screening and diagnosis, since breast cancer is a common cancer among women with an estimated 232 670 new cases among women in the U.S. in 2014 [8] , [9] . The proposed CDS tool is designed to aid physicians with making management decisions particularly in borderline cases. Radiological assessment of breast images are categorized using the Breast Imaging Report and Data System (BI-RADS) score. BI-RADS scores of 3 or 4 represent borderline cases associated with short interval followup or biopsy, respectively. Presently, many benign cases are being classified as BI-RADS 4A, which has raised the concern of overdiagnosis.
To improve the determination of whether a patient should be assigned as BI-RADS 3 or 4A, we explicitly consider the contextual information of the patient (also known as situational information) that affects diagnostic errors for breast cancer. The contextual information is captured as the current state of a patient, including demographics (age, disease history, etc.), the breast density (based on the BI-RADS breast density scale), the assessment history, whether the opposite breast has been diagnosed with a mass, and the imaging modality that was used to provide the imaging data. We hypothesize that the incorporation of contextual information will help provide more specific personalized diagnostic recommendations to patients.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related works. In Section III, we describe the system model and formulate the design problem. Section IV presents a systematic methodology for determining the optimal diagnostic recommendation strategy. Section V discusses practical issues related to the system: relevant context selection, prior information, and clinical regret. In Section VI, we present the experimental results and our findings. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis System for Breast Cancer
Various signal processing and machine learning techniques have been introduced to perform computer-aided detection and diagnosis. Early works have focused on image processing and classification techniques to extract features of the image and predict the outcome (i.e., whether benign or malignant) in the image [12] - [20] . A neural network-based algorithm [14] and a linear discriminant approach [2] are proposed to solve the diagnosis problem.
In breast screening, two types of CDS tools can be integrated in the diagnostic workflow, as depicted in Fig. 1: 1 ) the computer-aided detection system, which helps the radiologist identify important features in the image that are abnormal [21] - [23] ; and 2) the computer-aided diagnosis system, which helps physicians determine the diagnostic strategy for the patient (e.g., whether a patient should receive a biopsy or continue followup imaging) [24] - [30] . Our focus in this work is on the latter: we demonstrate how context derived from clinical (e.g., demographics, history) and imaging (e.g., breast density) sources can be used to provide diagnostic recommendations that reduce the number of biopsies performed while maintaining a low number of false negatives.
Clinically, management decisions that involve further interventions are indicated by a BI-RADS score of 0 (the imaging study cannot be interpreted and must be retaken), 4 (or 4A, 4B, and 4C, which represent different levels of suspicion), or 5 (high suspicion) [10] , [11] . A BI-RADS score of 3 means that the mass is likely benign with a short interval followup recommended. On the other hand, a BI-RADS 4 or 5 indicates that a biopsy is recommended. These decisions are made in the context of other clinical variables (e.g., if the mass is palpable). The difficulty lies in borderline cases (e.g., BI-RADS 3 or 4A) where indications are unclear whether a biopsy is truly necessary. For example, despite the cost and risk associated with biopsies, the positive predictive value for BI-RADS 4A is only 9% [34] . More efficient and accurate approaches are needed to reduce unnecessary biopsies [35] . In [30] , a neural-fuzzy approach has been proposed, but these rule-based algorithms cannot be easily updated. Such approaches incur some performance loss because the underlying distribution of patient (outcome and context) is not known, and limited training data give a limited estimation of the actual distribution, resulting in suboptimal diagnostic strategies. A partially observable Markov decision process has been used in [36] to solve a screening related question. However, the algorithm does not learn unknown distributions nor does it provide performance guarantees. The main components of our approach are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Compared with existing works [2] , [3] , [30] , our proposed framework employs an online learning approach, which continuously learns and adaptively updates the diagnostic strategy over time, eventually achieving the optimal strategy. Moreover, the proposed learning algorithm quickly (and provably) learns this optimal strategy. Learning in our framework is enabled by modeling each patient as characterized by his/her context and using the context to determine the similarity to the information gathered from other patients. Knowledge from diagnosis of former patients can only be transferred to the present/future patient by recognizing and exploiting similarities. Using contexts and their similarities, our approach is able to make diagnostic recommendations that are personalized to the patient. A comparison of our framework against existing frameworks is shown in Table I .
B. Contextual Multiarmed Bandit
Our diagnostic recommendation algorithm (DRA) is based on the contextual multiarmed bandit (MAB) framework [38] - [40] and incorporates the following innovations. First, prior information is considered, allowing the system to learn directly from prior information or other learners. Second, in existing works [38]- [40] , the estimated error of an action can be updated only after the action is selected, and the algorithm needs to explore patients (by recommending different diagnostic actions to different patients under the same context) in order to get information about every action. However, due to ethical reasons, we cannot perform this type of exploration. In our algorithm, the diagnostic error of any action can be updated each time, and our algorithm does not need to explore patients in order to learn. Third, our algorithm considers minimizing the FPR, given an FNR constraint. Existing works do not consider such a constraint. This is the first work using MABs for CDS and required several key innovations as compared to the conventional MAB works. A summary that compares the proposed learning approach with existing MAB works is shown in Table II .
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Computer-Aided Breast Cancer Diagnosis System
We consider a computer-aided breast cancer diagnosis system (CABCDS) as shown in Fig. 2 . The system contains two modules: context extraction and computer-aided diagnosis. We consider a sequence of patients numbered t = 1, 2, . . . arrive with a borderline test result. Context extraction module aggregates information x t from the EHR about a patient t, having a distribution of f (x t ). Then, the computer-aided diagnosis module generates a diagnostic recommendation π t ∈ {0, 1} to the physician, where 0 represents a six-month imaging followup and 1 represents a biopsy. Here, we consider a binary decision, but the approach can easily be extended to incorporate additional choices.
B. Context Extraction Module
To better assist physicians, the CABCDS system considers a diverse set of contextual information to make sufficiently accurate recommendations. As shown in Table III , the following , where x 1 = 0.7 represents a 70-year old patient with a scattered fibroglandular breast density (x 2 = 0.2), an assessment of only BI-RADS 1 or 2 (x 3 = 0) in the preceding screening study, an assessment of BI-RADS 3 for the opposite breast (x 4 = 1), and mammography as the imaging modality used (x 5 = 0).
C. Computer-Aided Diagnosis Module
This module consists of recommendation generation and diagnostic evaluation steps. The recommendation generation step suggests a diagnostic strategy based on the contextual information and previous diagnostic evaluations. A diagnostic strategy is the approach for selecting an action, either to undergo a biopsy or to follow up, based on the observed contextual information. Given the context x t of a patient t, π t (x t ) represents the action selected by the diagnostic strategy π t . The strategy set is denoted by Π.
The diagnostic evaluation module collects outcomes of patients. The outcome of the patient t is s t (x t ), which is either 0 (representing benign) or 1 (representing malignant). If a patient undergoes a biopsy or returns for a short-term followup, the patient's outcome is revealed, where if the patient has been followed up for a certain time and the condition is stable, then the outcome is considered benign. We use σ(x) to represent the probability of being malignant for a patient with context x.
The evaluation of the diagnostic recommendation is through diagnostic errors. Two types of diagnostic errors are considered: false positive (e.g., if the outcome s t (x t ) is benign, and the recommended action is to undergo a biopsy) and false negative (e.g., if the outcome s t (x t ) is malignant, and the recommended action is a short-term followup).
D. Diagnostic Recommendation Problem
Based on the given CABCDS system, our design goal is to propose a recommendation algorithm that minimizes the FPR given a tolerable FNR η (e.g., < 2%). The tradeoff between FPR and FNR can be specified by a physician or by an institution. Therefore, the diagnostic recommendation problem is formally written as minimize FPR subject to FNR ≤ η (1)
IV. DIAGNOSTIC RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
The main idea of our diagnostic recommendation approach is to adaptively cluster patients based on related contexts and then learn the best action for each patient cluster.
A. Structure of the Optimal Strategy
In order to solve the diagnostic recommendation problem, we first analyze the structure of the optimal solution where all information (i.e., the distribution of context f (x) and the probability of being malignant σ(x)) is known. We observe that the underlying probability σ(x) varies for different contexts x, and hence, the solution is to recommend a biopsy for patients with a sufficiently high probability of having a malignancy, and to recommend a short interval followup for patients with a sufficiently low probability.
Proposition 1: The optimal strategy π * (x) for the diagnostic recommendation problem in (1) is a threshold strategy: there exists a threshold σ η , such that the optimal strategy satisfies π * (x) = 1, if σ(x) ≥ σ η , and π * (x) = 0, otherwise. The intuition of this proposition is as follows: performing a biopsy when the probability of being malignant is low induces a high FPR. Conversely, performing a short-interval followup when the probability of being malignant is high induces a high FNR.
Proof: See Appendix A. Note that the context distribution f (x) and outcome distribution σ(x) are not known in practice. As such, the algorithm needs to learn the distribution of contexts and outcomes.
B. Description of the Proposed Learning Algorithm
Section III emphasized the need to uniquely characterize patients using contexts. However, no two patients are exactly the same. Knowledge from diagnosis and treatment of former patients can only be transferred to the present/future patient by recognizing and exploiting similarities among patients. Our proposed algorithm uses patients with similar contexts to accumulate information about a new patient and make recommendations based on the accumulated knowledge. As knowledge about more diagnostic recommendation algorithm Initialization: Set active cluster set A = {X }, patient case counter M C = 0 for each active cluster C , estimation of probability of malignancyσ C = 1 for each active cluster C .
1: for t = 1, 2, ...do 2:
Context x t arrives. Find the active cluster C , such that x t ∈ C . 3:
Determine the threshold σ t :
Output the recommendation strategy: π t (C ) = 0, ifσ C < σ t , and π t (C ) = 1, otherwise.
5:
The outcome s t of the patient is revealed. 6:
Update patient case counter for active cluster C :
Update the estimation:
o s i t i v e c a s e s i n C
Update the set of active clusters:
end if 11: end for
active cluster set A, patient case counter M A , estimation of probability of malignancyσ A , the FNR tolerance η . Output: the optimal threshold σ 1: Initialize the estimation of probability of malignancy σ = 1 and the FNR estimationμ 1 = 1.
Calculate the FNR for threshold σ : patients within a cluster becomes available, our algorithm adaptively shrinks the cluster size, thereby allowing more specific recommendations to be made. The proposed algorithm maintains a set of disjoint clusters (referred to as "active clusters") that cover the whole context space. For each active cluster C, the algorithm maintains an estimate of the probability of a patient in this cluster of having a malignant tumorσ C . Based on these estimates of all active clusters, the algorithm finds the optimal threshold σ t determined in Proposition 1 and the corresponding recommendation strategy for each cluster such that the FPR is minimized provided that the FNR is below the given tolerance η. After the patient outcome is revealed, the algorithm updates the estimate of the probability of a patient in cluster C of being malignant σ C . If the number of patient cases M C belonging to a certain cluster C exceeds a certain threshold, the algorithm splits the cluster into smaller clusters in order to make more specific recommendations without sacrificing accuracy. We denote by A the set of active clusters, byσ A the set ofσ C in all clusters C ∈ A, and by M A the set of M C in all clusters C ∈ A.
The DRA is formally presented in Table IV and depicted in Fig. 3 . When a patient arrives, the system extracts the context of the patient. For example, the patient is 60 years old and has a dense breast (for illustration, we only consider the two features of the context). The algorithm then finds an active cluster C, which the patient belongs to. Based on former patient cases, the algorithm determines the optimal threshold σ t and recommends the strategy: to undergo a biopsy if the estimated probability of malignancy for cluster C exceeds this threshold σ t , and to follow up otherwise. To determine the optimal threshold σ t , the algorithm finds the highest value of σ t such that the FNR is below the tolerant level η. If a sufficient number of patient cases exist, the context space refinement process is performed that splits the current cluster into smaller clusters. The context space is uniformly partitioned 2 by the algorithm on each dimension (feature) by 2 l , each cluster (not necessarily the active cluster) with size 2 −l . The refinement process is to split an active cluster with size 2 −l into 2 d X smaller clusters with size 2 −(l+1) . 3 As shown in Fig. 3 , when d X = 2, a cluster with size 1/2 is split into four clusters with size 1/4. For example, consider a patient cluster in which patients are aged from 60 to 79 with breast density of Group 1 or 2. As new patients are added that fit this cluster, a more accurate estimation of the probability of malignancy can be characterized for patients in this cluster. When the patient cases are sufficiently many, the cluster is split into finer clusters in order to make more specific diagnostic recommendations: patients aged 60 to 69 with breast density Group 1, patients aged 60 to 69 with breast density Group 2, patients aged 70 to 79 with breast density Group 1, and patients aged 70 to 79 with breast density Group 2. After the diagnostic decision of the patient is made and the outcome of the patient is revealed, the patient case counter M C and the estimated probability of being malignantσ C are updated accordingly.
C. Evaluation of Algorithm Performance
In this section, the performance of the proposed DRA algorithm is analyzed in terms of the learning regret, which is the expected FPR of our learning algorithm compared with the optimal strategy π * (x), assuming all information (i.e., the distribution of context f (x) and the probability of patient outcome σ(x)) is known. In practice, the information is not known and needs to be learned. We consider two types of regrets: individual patient regret (IPR) and aggregate system regret (ASR). The IPR is defined as the performance difference in terms of the FPR of strategy π t and that of π * (x) for patient t, and the ASR is defined as the aggregated performance difference in terms of the FPR of strategy π t and that of π * (x) for patients 1, 2, . . . , T . The performance of the proposed algorithm can be guaranteed in terms of the regret, as shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: The ASR of the DRA algorithm up to time T can be bounded by
, and the IPR of the DRA algorithm for patient t can be bounded by r(t) = O(t g (d X )−1 ), where 0 < g(d X ) < 1 is a parameter depending on the number of features d X .
Proof: See Appendix B. Note that the IPR O(t g (d X )−1 ) goes to 0, as t goes to infinity, implying that the proposed DRA algorithm will converge to the optimal diagnostic performance. Accordingly, the following corollary is introduced.
Corollary 1: The performance of the proposed DRA algorithm converges to the optimal performance, in terms of the FPR.
In addition, from Theorem 1, the convergence speed is fast, at least in a sublinear 4 rate, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
D. Algorithm Performance with Known Threshold
In previous sections, the algorithm is shown to adaptively learn the optimal threshold σ η (probability of being malignant) over time, given an FNR constraint. However, in some clinical contexts, a fixed FNR may already exist (e.g., based on physician preference or clinical practice guidelines) [10] , [11] . In this situation, the DRA algorithm degrades to a fixed thresholdbased algorithm that does not need to learn the threshold value over time. Hence, step 5 of the DRA algorithm can be omitted, and the algorithm only needs to learn the distribution of patient outcomes σ(x). We consider a weighted false positive and false negative error c(π(x), s(x)) in this setting:
c(π(x), s(x)) = σ η * false positive errors
The strategy for minimizing the expectation of the weighted error c(π(x), s(x)) is obtained by
The optimal strategy is denoted by π † (x), which assumes all information is known, leading to the following proposition:
Proposition 2: The optimal strategy π † (x) is equivalent to the optimal strategy π * (x) for the same σ η . Proof: Appendix C. Intuitively, Proposition 2 shows that the optimal weighted error minimization strategy is equivalent to the optimal thresholdbased strategy. Hence, we define regret as the difference in the weighted error, comparing our fixed threshold-based DRA algorithm to the optimal strategy π * (x). Formally, the ASR is defined as
(4) We have the following theorem to bound this regret.
Theorem 2: The ASR of the fixed threshold-based DRA algorithm is bounded by
The regret in terms of weighted error of the fixed thresholdbased DRA algorithm has the same sublinear order as the regret in terms of FPR of the DRA algorithm. This finding implies that the fixed threshold-based DRA algorithm will converge to the optimal diagnostic strategy, summarized by the following corollary.
Corollary 2: The performance of the fixed threshold-based DRA algorithm converges to the optimal performance, in terms of the expected weighted error in (4).
In addition, based on Theorem 2, we can see that the convergence speed is fast (sublinear in the number of received patient cases).
V. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss some practical issues related to the system implementation and give appropriate approaches to address these issues.
A. Relevant Context Analysis
While large amounts of patient data are routinely captured in the EHR as part of clinical care, some information is inherently more relevant to assessing the probability of breast cancer than others. In an online learning setting, identifying which contextual information is more relevant to making a clinical recommendation based on retrospective data is important. For the d X -dimensional context space X , the probability of making diagnostic errors may be correlated with missing or noisy data. For example, the chance of making a diagnostic error may be low when results of a molecular assay are available, but the chance of making a diagnostic error may be high when only information about a patient's previous BI-RADS assessment is known.
For a d X -dimensional context space, 2 d X DRA learning instances can be executed at the same time. At time t, the average FPRs of all the learning instances are evaluated. We denote by instance 1 the learning instance using all d X -dimensional contextual information. If for another learning instance i, the difference of FPR compared with instance 1 is below some level given by physicians, then the contextual information used by learning instance i is relevant. Hence, the system can select the more relevant context to make diagnostic recommendations, as shown in Fig. 4 . From Theorem 1, when less contextual information is used, the convergence rate improves. This property is demonstrated in practice using actual data in Section VI-C.
B. Learning with Prior Information
Although the relevant context analysis can help identify significant predictors from the entire information space, the selection process can be challenging when little information is known about the underlying patient distribution, a problem known as "cold-start." One approach to solve this is to introduce prior contextual information, such as probabilistic statements that have been previously reported in other research studies, showing the relationship between contexts and the probability of cancer [37] . This prior information can be represented as an input parameter into the relevant context analysis module to derive an initial distribution.
Another source of prior information can be drawn from previously seen patient cases with known outcomes or reported in the published literature. The prior statistical information includes the distribution of patients with cancer or the FNR and FPR obtained from other studies. The effect of using prior information is equivalent to a number of N training patient cases before running the system. In this case, the ASR can be bounded by
). This shows that the performance of the system is greatly improved at the beginning of its operation since it can successfully capitalize on the prior knowledge.
C. Clinical Regret Analysis
In previous sections, we describe the algorithm for the CABCDS system and evaluated its performance in terms of learning regret (IPR or ASR). However, in practice, physicians may not always follow the system's recommendations due to differences in opinion between the experience of the physician and the recommended diagnostic strategy. In this section, we further evaluate the system performance by taking into account the actions of physicians and whether their actions are in agreement with the diagnostic recommendation. We call this analysis clinical regret.
We make the assumption that physicians have a certain but fixed probability of not following the recommended strategy when the system is first deployed. In this scenario, we denote the probability of not following the recommended strategy by ε. That is, when the diagnostic strategy recommended by the CABCDS system is a t , the physician has a probability ε of selecting a strategyâ t = a t .
Theorem 3: Given a fixed probability ε of not following the recommended strategy, the clinical ASR up to time T can be bounded by
Proof: See Appendix E. In this case, since the system performance converges to the optimal strategy, a constant probability of deviation will result in a linear clinical ASR in T . We now consider the scenario where the physicians have a decreasing probability of not following the recommended strategy given that confidence estimates for diagnostic recommendations increase as the system learns from additional cases. In this scenario, we denote the probability of not following the recommended strategy by ε t = 1 t β (0 < β < 1). That is, when the diagnostic strategy recommended by the CABCDS system is π t , the physician has a probability ε t of selecting a strategyπ t = π t . Theorem 4: Given a decreasing probability ε t = 1 t β of not following the recommended strategy, the clinical ASR up to time T can be bounded by
Proof: See Appendix E. In this case, the clinical ASR has another sublinear term O(T 1−β ). In fact, both the learning ASR of the DRA algorithm and the clinical ASR are sublinear in T and, hence, converge to the optimal strategy, as shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 3: Given a decreasing probability ε t = 1 t β of not following the recommended strategy, the clinical performance in terms of FPR converges to the optimal performance.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the designed system is shown using our proposed algorithm. First, the breast cancer dataset used to evaluate the system performance is described. Then, our proposed online learning algorithm is evaluated and compared with other exiting algorithms. Finally, the impact of relevant contexts on the system performance in terms of diagnostic error rate and convergence rate is discussed.
A. Data Description
A deidentified dataset of 4640 individuals who underwent screening and diagnostic mammograms at a large academic medical center is used. Patient outcome is derived from biopsy result, which is typically obtained for individuals with a BI-RADS score of 4 or 5. Our focus is on analyzing cases that are BI-RADS 4A; this category represents patients whose test results are less suspicious for cancer, raising the concern about unnecessary biopsies. We consider five contextual features, including: 1) patient age; 2) breast density; 3) assessment history (whether or not the immediately preceding exam shows a finding of BI-RADS 3 or above); 4) assessment results for the opposite breast (whether or not the immediately preceding exam shows a finding of BI-RADS 3 or above); and 5) the imaging modality used.
Characteristics of different BI-RADS categories are shown in Table V . The probability of being malignant increases from 9.91% to 78.61% as the BI-RADS category varies from 4A, 4B, to 4C. Prior to the introduction of BI-RADS 4A, 4B, 4C, all suspicious nodules were categorized as BI-RADS 4. The probability of being malignant of BI-RADS 4 is 26.12%, which is between those of BI-RADS 4A and 4B and near the total average probability of being malignant.
B. Performance Evaluation of the DRA algorithm
To perform the online adaptive learning, the data instances described previously are sequentially fed into the algorithm. Results are compared with the clinical approach and two other classical classifiers: the neural-fuzzy approach, and the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) approach, which are defined as follows:
(1) Clinical approach [31] : Current clinical practice may be thought of as a threshold-based approach, which recommends a biopsy for all patients that fall in BI-RADS 4, 4A, 4B, 4C and above. (2) Neural-fuzzy approach [14] , [30] : The neural-fuzzy approach models the diagnosis system as a three-layered neural network. The first layer represents input variables with various patient features; the hidden layer represents the fuzzy rules for diagnostic decision based on the input variables; and the third layer represents the output diagnostic recommendations. (3) LDA [2] , [32] : The LDA approach trains a classifier using features extracted from imaging tests and assessment report, and the trained classifier can be used to make diagnostic recommendations. System performance using different algorithms is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, and Table VI. The FNR is empirically given as 5% and 2%, respectively. We assume that the same prior information or training data are available for each algorithm. Results show the relationship between average FPR and the percentage of patient arrivals (patient cases). The FPR of the proposed DRA algorithm decreases over time. In order to achieve a lower FNR, the FPR and the accuracy need to be sacrificed. Table VI shows that the FPR of the clinical approach is 1 for BI-RADS 4A patients, since it simply recommends all BI-RADS 4A patients to undergo a biopsy. The LDA algorithm cannot satisfy the FNR constraint, since it tries to linearly cluster patients based on the contextual information. However, the structure of the contextual information may not be linear, and as a result, a big performance loss is incurred. The neural fuzzy approach results in a performance loss and does not converge to optimum, likely because the trained rule may not be optimal and cannot be adaptively updated in time. Our DRA approach can be updated over time, maintaining a balance between FNR and FPR. The DRA algorithm outperforms the clinical approach in terms of the FPR by 39% and 36% for η = 5% and η = 2%, respectively, the LDA approach in terms of the FPR by 34% and 30% for η = 5% and η = 2%, respectively, and the neural-fuzzy approach in terms of the FPR by 14% and 12% for η = 5% and η = 2%, respectively.
C. Contextual Feature Selection
The impact of contextual feature selection is twofold: 1) different contextual feature selections affect the performance of the algorithm, and 2) analysis of the selected features provides us with interesting insights of the underlying domain problem.
Existing feature selection methods can be used as a preprocessing to the algorithm. We use a classical wrapper method, the branch and bound method, to select a subset of features [41] , [42] . By comparing the scores (accuracy of classification) of different feature selections, this method selects the feature subset in a "backward elimination" manner: one starts with the set of all variables and progressively eliminates the least promising ones. We consider the scenario that three features are selected among all the five features. Results of using the branch and bound feature selection method and prediction accuracy of all possible subsets are shown in Table VII .
From the above simple example, we can see that different features influence the accuracy of recommendation. To illustrate the effect of context selection, we conduct the experiments using the proposed DRA algorithm for BI-RADS 4A patients by selecting different features and analyzing their relevance to answer the following three questions:
(1) Does using patient age information in addition to the BI-RADS results (breast density, assessment history of both breasts, modality, etc.) as contextual features improve the diagnostic accuracy? (2) How do the breast density and the choice of imaging modality affect the diagnostic accuracy? (3) Does the assessment history of patients provide valuable information to the diagnostic decisions? The relevance of different contextual features to predict patient outcome is quantitatively described as the FPR and FNR.
(1) In Table VIII , we compare the results of using both age information and BI-RADS result information versus using only BI-RADS result information. Results show that no significant change in FPR is seen when the age information is considered. Although women with different ages have significantly different chances of having breast cancer [37] , our results imply that the information about patient age plays a less important role in determining the diagnostic strategy than the BI-RADS test result information, such as breast density, assessment history, characteristic of opposite breast, and modality. (2) In Table IX , we show the importance of considering breast density and modality in order to achieve a diagnostic recommendation by comparing the results of using both the breast density and modality, not using modality, and not using breast density or modality. Cases 1 and 4 show that without the information about breast density and modality, the FPR increases by over 14% for both scenarios of 2% and 5% tolerable FNR. In addition, taking into account the information about breast density without knowing the modality can result in a significant increase in FPR, as shown by Cases 1 and 3. In fact, no research has shown that breast density significantly implies the risk of cancer [10] , but the breast density may cause lesions to be obscured in mammography [10] , [33] . Hence, using different modalities, such as mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging, can help reduce the diagnostic error when the patient has dense breasts. (3) In Table X , we study the impact of assessment history of both breasts on determining the diagnostic strategy by comparing the results of using the assessment history of both breasts, using the same side breast without information about the opposite side breast, and not using the assessment history of any side breast. Results show that there is a 16% decrease in FPR when the tolerable FNR is low (i.e., 2%), and there is less than 7% variation in FPR when the tolerable FNR is high (i.e., 5%). Hence, the information about the assessment history of both breasts needs to be considered when a low FNR is suggested. While these examples are illustrated using clinical features, the same approach can be extended to consider imaging features as well. The integration of imagingderived features (e.g., texture, shape) is part of ongoing work. As discussed in Section V, the different feature selections also affect the convergence rate of our online learning algorithm. In Figs. 7 and 8 , we show results of convergence rate for the above discussed Case 7, where the assessment history of both breasts is not considered, Case 2, where the age information is not considered, and Case 1 with all contextual information. We can see from Fig. 7 that for a high tolerable FNR (5%), the convergence rate of Case 2 with a low context dimension is higher than that of the Case 7 with a medium context dimension, as well as than that of Case 1 with a high context dimension. However, for the low tolerable FNR (2%), the convergence rate of Case 7 is very low. In fact, as we previously showed, Case 7 does not consider the relevant contextual information regarding the assessment history of both breasts. This results in poor performance in terms of both the learning speed and the FPR in the scenario of a low tolerable FNR (2%).
D. Receiver Operating Characteristic of the System
To evaluate the system performance using different FNR tolerance, we simulate the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the system, as shown in Fig. 9 . The goal of the ROC analysis is to show an overview of the system performance and the tradeoff between the FPR and the FNR, according to which the physicians can determine the appropriate FNR tolerance level. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , the FPR increases when the FNR decreases. In clinical practice, a balance between false positive and FNRs need to be achieved: while we care more when a patient does not receive a timely treatment, the number of overdiagnosed cases must be minimized in order for CABCDS to be clinically accepted. We address this tradeoff by minimizing the FPR given a user-defined FNR.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents a novel design framework for a CABCDS. The system incorporates contextual information and makes Fig. 9 . ROC of the proposed computer-aided diagnosis system. diagnostic recommendations to physicians, aiming to minimize the FPR of diagnosis, given a predefined FNR. The proposed algorithm is an online algorithm that allows the system to update the diagnosis strategy over time. We analytically show that the performance of our proposed algorithm converges to the optimal performance and quantify the rate of convergence.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) The process of breast cancer diagnosis is represented as a sequential decision making and online learning problem. The DRA is formulated to make diagnostic recommendations over time while quickly converging on the optimal strategy. The algorithm exploits the dynamic nature of patient data (e.g., the context space grows as more patients are seen) to learn from and minimize the FPR of diagnosis given an FNR (e.g., <2%). (2) Two types of "regret" (learning regret and clinical regret) are employed to evaluate the performance of the CDS tool. The regret associated with the proposed DRA algorithm is analytically quantified, showing that the FPR asymptotically converges to the optimal strategy and that the convergence rate is fast (i.e., sublinear). (3) Selection of relevant contexts is performed in relation to minimizing diagnostic errors by identifying what knowledge or information is most influential in determining the correct diagnostic action. This information is provided to the physician who can decide what information to exploit so as to make efficient and effective diagnostic decisions. (4) The proposed algorithm's performance is measured through experiments that incorporate clinical, imaging, and pathology data on 4640 patients who underwent a diagnostic mammogram at our institution. Results show that an improvement in specificity can be achieved by exploiting the contextual information associated with the patient for the breast cancer diagnosis. Specifically, the proposed algorithm outperforms the current clinical approach by 36% in terms of the FPR given a 2% FNR. One future work is to continue evaluating the presented framework and explore its implementation in the clinic. Understanding the utility and impact of the proposed approach in the current practice of breast cancer diagnosis requires further study. Nevertheless, the initial experimental results demonstrate that our online contextual learning algorithm is efficient, yet general and thus, it can potentially be used for diagnosis assist in other disease domains. Each of these domains has its own unique set of contextual information and desired patient outcomes. For example, in lung cancer screening patients, results of the low-dose computed tomography study (e.g., characterization of the nodule), pulmonary function tests, smoking and medical history, and environmental exposures are potential contexts. The contextual online learning algorithm can be adapted to handle such scenarios, helping physicians leverage available clinical big data to inform clinical decisions in each of these respective disease domains.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 First, the recommended strategy is consistent:
The optimal solution will be among the threshold-based strategies: π σ (x) = 1, if σ(x) ≥ σ, and π σ (x) = 0, otherwise. Second, the monotone property is satisfied:
Here, we denote by μ 0 and μ 1 the FNR and the FPR. This implies that when a higher threshold is chosen, actions for some contexts will change from undergoing a biopsy to follow up. Therefore, the FNR is reduced and the FPR is increased. Hence, a threshold σ η exists, such that for any threshold-based strategy π σ (x) with σ > σ η , the following property holds: E x μ 1 (π σ (x), s(x)) > η, and E x μ 1 (π σ η (x), s(x)) ≤ η. Obviously, the optimal solution is π σ η (x), and we write the optimal solution as π * (x) for short.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We first describe the intuition of the proof and then give the proof. The intuition is to cluster the contexts into small clusters over time. Within each context cluster, if σ(x) within the context cluster has a gap from σ η , and the estimation of σ(x) is accurate enough, then the strategy in these context clusters are the same as the optimal strategy. The probability that the estimation of σ(x) has a large deviation from the true value tends to 0. For the context clusters with σ(x) close to σ η , the strategies selected by the algorithm may not be the same as the optimal strategy; however, the probability of context arrivals in these clusters will tend to 0, since Pr{x : σ(x) = σ η } = 0. The strategy of the learning algorithm tends to the optimal strategy except some context clusters whose arrival probability tends to 0.
Formally, we define Lipschitz conditions for the theorem. We consider the IPR r t at some sufficiently large patient number t. Then, we can see that the IPR can be decomposed into two terms r t = r t,1 + r t,2 , where r t,1 is the regret caused by clusters that have a σ(x) near the threshold σ η , and r t,2 is the regret caused by clusters that have a σ(x) far from the threshold σ η , but have a wrong estimation of f (x). We denote by σ min (C) = min x∈C σ(x) the minimum probability of being malignant for cluster C, and denote by σ max (C) = max x∈C σ(x) the maximum probability of being malignant for cluster C. We define three types of clusters.
Type I cluster: The cluster for patient t that has a σ max (C) smaller than or equal to the threshold minus a small value, i.e., {C : C ∈ C t , σ max (C) ≤ σ η − bt −α }, where b > 0, 0 < α < 1 are parameters.
Type II cluster: The cluster for patient t that has a σ min (C) greater than or equal the threshold plus a small value, i.e., {C : C ∈ C t , σ min (C) ≥ σ η + bt −α }. Type III cluster: The remaining clusters that have a σ(x) near σ η , i.e., {C : C ∈ C t , σ min (C) − bt −α < σ η < σ max (C) + bt −α }. Due to Berstein's inequality, we have that the estimation for the context arrival at a cluster C has the following property: And we denote the set of abnormal state byN C , which is the complementary set of N C . The probability of an abnormal state happens for one of the active cluster is bounded by C ∈C t Pr{N C }.
Hence, we can see that the regret for r t,1 is caused by Type III clusters and can be bounded by r t,1 ≤ Pr{x : x ∈ C, σ min (C) − bt −α < σ η < σ max (C)
where K is a constant, and the inequality is due to the covering property that the (d − 1)-dimensional surface σ(x) = σ η and the Lipschitz condition that σ max (C) − σ min (C) ≤ L 1 2 −l . The regret r t,2 can be bounded by the probability that an abnormal state C ∈C t Pr{N C } occurs. Hence, for patient t, the IPR can be bounded by , and the worst-case context arrival and partition is considered as in Appendix D. Hence, we obtain the ASR up to patient T :
